Writing Blitz
March 20, 2019

Writing Test:
•
•
•
•

April 2, 2019
Total Time = 120 minutes or 2 hours
Use Your Time Wisely
Remember to leave enough time to
write!!

Points to Remember
• Begin by reading the prompt BEFORE
reading the passage set to understand the
purpose for reading and responding.
• Read Prompt two or three times and
underline important words in the prompt
as you read it.

Argumentative Prompt
Change seems to be the norm for education as
of late. One issue presently the topic of much
discussion and debate is the role of technology
in education. With this in mind, you are to read
the passages and then write an essay that
answers the question of whether tablets should
replace textbooks.
Thesis/ Claim Statement (the answer to
prompt): Tablets have their place, but it’s not in
the classroom. Tablets are distracting,
expensive, and can lead to health problems.

Informative/ Explanatory Prompt
• Read all three sources about research and
medical advice on the impact of sleep on our
health. How many hours of sleep is enough?
What is too much sleep? What is too little
sleep? How do naps fit into sleep cycles?
• Write an explanatory essay about the
importance of sleep and napping. Your essay
must be based on how the information in the
chart in source #1 supports information
provided in the two other sources. Cite
evidence and identify the source of each piece
of information by title or source number.

Points to Remember

After understanding what the prompt is
asking,
• Read the passages COMPLETELY. You have
the time! Get a GRIP of that first
paragraph by getting a picture in your
head. Read the first
paragraph twice or more if you need to.
• The students who read the passages
carefully, have an EASIER time when
writing and write better papers.

Planning
“ You need to plan, man!”
- Mr. Greenberg
• Write down your response to the prompt on the
planning sheet in the introduction box.
• Write down the reasons or points you want to make.
Example: If the prompt asks, According to the texts,
what effect did the Great Depression have on the people
who lived through it?
Write an exact answer: The Great Depression had a
serious affect on the people who lived through it. They
couldn’t find jobs, had to live with very little, and they
had to learn to be resourceful.

Sample Planning Sheet: Argumentative Essay

Sample Planning Sheet: Informational/ Expository Essay

Basic Essay Format
Students work together to identify parts of essays.
( Essays in packet)
Directions: Students find elements of a Great Essay
Introduction:
• Background Information – Write about the history of the topic, define the
topic, connect the reader to the topic. by describing the situation, or use a
combination of these. Explain the controversy about the topic.
• Thesis statement/ claim (answer to the prompt -tells reader focus of essay).
Body Paragraphs: T. Q. C. E. E. The Queen Celebrates Eating Events
Topic Sentence ( sentence that says what paragraph is about)
Quote or paraphrase from text
Cite – Put the title of the source or author’s name in parentheses after
your
quote. (Tomlinson) or (Source 1) or ( “Middle School Rules”)
Explain WHAT the quote means in your own words. This means…
What this is really saying is… or In other words… or For example…
Elaborate – WHY the information matters, how it supports your point.
You might start with This supports… or This demonstrates… or This
proves… or This indicates…
Concluding sentence
Conclusion: Restates Thesis Statement (answer to prompt), strong statement,
Lesson about life learned. I learned that _______________________________.

Sample Essay Informative/ Expanatory

Evidence Based Terminology
When using information from the passages for support, these
phrases are essential:
• According to the passage, “ Write name of article, poem, or
passage in quotation marks” …
Ex. According to the article, “Arctic Sea Creatures,” Radiolarians
are single celled creatures that look like little snowflakes. This
proves that life can exist in cold glacial waters.
• The passage explains, “Penicillin went on to save hundreds of
thousands of lives during World War II.” (“Not So Dumb
Luck”) This shows that …
• The author states, “Abe Lincoln was always reading and
studied past midnight on most nights.” (Source 1). One can
infer that Mr. Linclon worked harder than most and valued
education.
• Based on the information in Captain Scott’s diary, readers
learn that bad weather impeded his attempt to reach the
south pole.

Body Paragraph Frame
•
•
•
•
•
•

Topic Sentence
“Quote”
Elaborate
(Paraphrase)
Pie
Elaborate
Conclusion sentence

The
Queen
Eats
Every
Christmas

Body Paragraph:

• Should be larger than the
introduction
• Give Your Reason or make your Point
• Provide Evidence (Quote, Facts, etc)
• Explain the evidence/Elaborate/
Examples

• PEEPEE

“Quotes”

Use quotation marks if you write the exact words
• According to Jonathan Clarke, "Professional
diplomats often say that trying to think
diplomatically about foreign policy is a waste of
time.“ (The Dark Side of Diplomacy)
• Will Durant wrote, “Their economy remained local
in structure even while their fleets and products
reached out to distant ports.” (The Benefits of
Trade)
• Christine Shaw states that “…political changes
brought about in Italy by the intervention of the
French were fatal.” (Foreign Policy Gone Awry)

Paraphrasing

If your wording and sentence structure is very similar to the author’s,
then you must give credit by putting the author’s name in parentheses
after the paraphrased section.
Some examples of paraphrasing with synonyms:
My car needs gasoline.
•
My automobile needs fuel. (Hastings)
The U.S. government has an enormous debt.
•
The federal government has an extremely large debt. (Baxter)
Some examples of paraphrasing with definitions:
A college student usually has homework to do.
•
A person going to college typically has to study at home. (Shaw)

Transitions
To add information
again
besides
moreover
another
for insurance
together with

in short
finally
in summary
For the reasons above

but
otherwise
even though
conversely
even so

and
like wise
as well
furthermore
additionally

along with
also
for example
equally important
further

Conclude or Summarize:
consequently
accordingly
due to
to sum up
all in all
without a doubt
as a result
therefore
Contrast two things or show a difference:
yet
however
in the meantime
counter to
on the contrary
on the other
nevertheless
hand
still
as opposed to
Emphasize a point:

again
indeed
to repeat

truly
in fact
to emphasize

for this reason
with this in mind

Show similarities:
in the same manner
in the same way
also

likewise
like
both

as
similarly

Final Tips
• Read prompt two, three, four, times. Really
know what it is asking you to write about!
• Read passages! Get a good grip on those
first paragraphs and you will be on your
way.
• If you don’t know how to spell something
or if you don’t know if something is
capitalized, look for how the words in the
passages are spelled or capitalized. Ex.
The Great Depression is capitalized.

You’re on your way to success!
• Remember the little things: indent for new
paragraphs, capitalize first words of sentences,
use ending punctuation- periods, question marks.
• Don’t EVER use texting language.
• Gonna and wanna are NOT words. It is going to /
want to
• Remember you are smart and have important
thoughts about the topic. Write your thoughts
and your view of the information and explain in
YOUR words- Quote information from the
passages, and you can paraphrase but DON’T
COPY!
• Relax and find it all interesting.

Remember……
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4 or 5 paragraph essay
2 to 3 quotes
DO NOT USE TEXT LANGUAGE OR SLANG
Indent for every paragraph (5 spaces)
Claim / Counter Claim – (Argumentative)
Thesis statement – (Informative)
Remember to capitalize proper nouns.
Remember to punctuate your sentences.
Use words from the prompt and sources.
Read over your essay, use higher level
vocabulary.

MOST IMPORTANTLY
• DO YOUR BEST to score a 7, 8, 9, or 10 on
the writing test…
• BECAUSE this score is combined with your
reading score and can move you up a
level!
• REMEMBER TO GO BACK AND READ YOUR
ESSAY TO MAKE SURE THAT IT MAKES
SENSE!!!!

